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Abstract

BACKGROUND: Communication supports, referred to as augmentative and alternative communication (AAC), are an integral part of medical speech-language pathology practice, yet many providers remain unfamiliar with assessment and intervention principles. For patients with complex communication impairments secondary to neurodegenerative disease, AAC services differ depending on whether their condition primarily affects speech and motor skills (ALS), language (primary progressive aphasia) or cognition (Alzheimer’s disease). This review discusses symptom management for these three conditions, identifying behavioral strategies, low- and high-tech solutions for implementation during the natural course of disease. These AAC principles apply to all neurodegenerative diseases in which common symptoms appear.

OBJECTIVES: To present AAC interventions for patients with neurodegenerative diseases affecting speech, motor, language and cognitive domains. Three themes emerge: (1) timing of intervention: early referral, regular re-evaluations and continual treatment are essential; (2) communication partners must be included from the onset to establish AAC acceptance and use; and (3) strategies will change over time and use multiple modalities to capitalize on patients’ strengths.

CONCLUSIONS: AAC should be standard practice for adults with neurodegenerative disease. Patients can maintain effective, functional communication with AAC supports. Individualized communication systems can be implemented ensuring patients remain active participants in daily activities.
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1. Introduction

One of the most difficult challenges for individuals with neurodegenerative disease is the insidious onset of communication impairments (Houston, 2000). While initial symptoms may not interfere with speech intelligibility or language functions, at some point in disease progression, many people become unable to rely on natural speech or writing to meet their daily communication needs (Beukelman, Garrett, & Yorkston, 2007). Speech-language pathologists (SLPs) and assistive technology providers have developed communication supports that compensate for these deficits and ensure that patients retain the ability to communicate throughout their lives (Beukelman, Fager, Ball, & Dietz, 2007). In this article, a range of communication supports, referred to as augmentative and alternative communication (AAC) strategies, techniques, and devices, are described (Beukelman & Mirenda, 2013). The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association defines AAC as all forms of communication that are used to express thoughts, needs, wants and ideas (American Speech-Language-Hearing Association, n.d.). Data are presented demonstrating that AAC provides communication options for individuals with a wide range of neurodegenerative diseases that affect motor speech, language, and/or cognitive function. This review focuses on amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), primary progressive aphasia (PPA), and Alzheimer’s disease (AD), but these AAC...
evaluation and treatment principles apply to common symptoms associated with many other neurodegenerative diseases, including Parkinson’s disease and Parkinson’s Plus syndromes, dystonia, Huntington’s disease, muscular dystrophy, multiple sclerosis, frontotemporal dementia, and other types of dementia.

2. Communication support

Communication support is defined broadly as “anything that improves access to or participation in communication, events, or activities. Support includes strategies, materials, or resources that are used by people with impairments or by others who communicate with people with impairments. It involves modifications in the environment around the person with impairments or modifications to activities in which people engage. It also includes supportive attitudes that foster communication participation. Finally, support includes policies and practices of agencies and institutions that foster communication success” (page 9) (King, Simmons-Mackie, & Beukelman, 2013). According to Simmons-Mackie (2013), there are key assumptions that justify intervention with communication supports. While these foundational concepts are described within a chronic aphasia context, they resonate for patients with neurodegenerative disease as well: (1) The ultimate goal of all treatment is to enhance participation in communicative life. Regardless of the stage of the neurodegenerative process, the patient and his communication partners can set goals that achieve meaningful outcomes. (2) Communication is a collaborative enterprise. Since meaning is negotiated between and among participants, those with communication challenges and their partners must develop strategies and resources to send and receive messages successfully. (3) Communication support is an ethical issue. It is the responsibility of the interventionist to identify and establish any method, strategy or resource that might help a patient communicate more successfully.

The National Joint Committee for the Communication Needs of Persons with Severe Disabilities presents a Communication Bill of Rights (Table 1) that clearly states that all people with disabilities, including those with severe speech and language impairment secondary to neurodegenerative disease, have a basic right to affect, through communication, the conditions of their existence (National Joint Committee for the Communication Needs of Persons with Severe Disabilities, 1992).

The World Health Organization’s International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF) (World Health Organization, 2001) provides a useful framework for AAC intervention, which is delivered at the participation level rather than the impairment level of disability (Worrall & Frattali, 2000). The ICF defines participation as “involvement in a life situation” (page 123), and places activities and participation, environmental barriers and facilitators, personal factors, as well as body function and structure within a model of health conditions. Borrowing from an aphasia framework again (Kagan et al., 2008), the A-FROM (Aphasia: Framework for Outcome Measurement) presents a heuristic that has been adapted from the ICF to increase relevance to communication disorders in a clinically friendly format.

Table 1
NJC communication bill of rights

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Each person has the right to:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• request desired objects, actions, events and people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• refuse undesired objects, actions, or events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• express personal preferences and feelings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• be offered choices and alternatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• reject offered choices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• request and receive another person’s attention and interaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• ask for and receive information about changes in routine and environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• receive intervention to improve communication skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• receive a response to any communication, whether or not the responder can fulfill the request</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• have access to AAC (augmentative and alternative communication) and other AT (assistive technology) services and devices at all times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• have AAC and other AT devices that function properly at all times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• be in environments that promote one’s communication as a full partner with other people, including peers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• be spoken to with respect and courtesy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• be spoken to directly and not be spoken for or talked about in the third person while present</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• have clear, meaningful and culturally and linguistically appropriate communications</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Within the participation framework, the focus of communication intervention shifts from an impairment- or restoration-based approach to one that emphasizes compensation for lost function, with reliance on AAC (Fried-Oken, Rowland, & Gibbons, 2010). For example, instead of improving speech intelligibility through drill and practice exercises, AAC would compensate for a speech impairment with tools, environmental and partner adaptations, and behavioral changes. Rather than working on goals to return patients to their previous levels of functioning, AAC provides ways to remain engaged in daily activities with alternative compensatory approaches or durable medical equipment. An on-screen keyboard and joystick, for instance, might be provided for a person with limited upper extremity skills for typing, permitting computer use with alternative writing access methods. AAC encompasses a variety of strategies, techniques, and devices, ranging from simple yes/no eye blinks to sophisticated computer-based systems and speech-generating devices. For patients with neurodegenerative disease who present at different stages of communication impairment, these supports initially will facilitate and maintain participation in daily activities. A mechanism must be in place to re-evaluate and adjust communication supports over time as needs and skills change. Acceptance of multiple communication options by the patient and his/her family, as well as the early inclusion of communication partners in all aspects of treatment, are critical elements that are likely to ensure AAC acceptance and successful outcomes.

2.1. No-tech AAC

No-tech or unaided AAC refers to any natural form of communication that uses the human body, with no other equipment required (Vanderheiden & Yoder, 1986). Examples include vocalizations, tongue clicks, eye movements and blinks, and gestures. One technique often used by patients with intact upper extremity function is writing letters in the air (Fried-Oken, Howard, & Stewart, 1991). Another approach called partner-assisted scanning involves a communication partner reciting aloud the letters of the alphabet or a list of messages, waiting for a signal (e.g. eye blink, eye movement or vocalization) to indicate the desired option (Bauby, 1998). While formal sign languages such as American Sign Language may also be considered no-tech AAC, they are not often used with people with degenerative conditions due to the time and effort required for both the individual and communication partners to learn a new language. To aid caregivers in the consistent interpretation of communicative movements, facial expressions, and sounds, a gesture dictionary may be constructed that describes an individual’s gestures and pairs them with their associated meanings (i.e. throat clearing means “I need ice chips”).

2.2. Low-tech AAC

Low-tech AAC involves the use of non-computer based equipment, from pen and paper to alphabet boards (Wu & Voda, 1985), communication books and simple alerting systems. Individuals experiencing challenges with speech intelligibility can write messages or draw pictures to communicate intent (Lasker, Hux, Garrett, Moncrief, & Eischeid, 1997). Similarly, communication partners can support language expression by using a written choice strategy. During conversation, if a person is unable to respond verbally, the partner writes down possible responses. The person with the communication impairment then can indicate his choice by pointing to the selected word (Lasker et al., 1997). Alternatively, communication partners can enhance comprehension by supplementing spoken language with gestures, written words or phrases, drawings, or diagrams. This technique, termed augmented input, occurs dynamically during conversation, providing an effective low-tech communication support (Ball & Lasker, 2013; Wallace, Dietz, Hux, & Weissling, 2012). Communication books and boards may be developed that are text-based (with letters, words, or whole sentences), symbol-based (with photos or drawings representing topics and messages), or a combination of the two, and should be customized to each individual’s personal needs and interests (Khayum, Wienke, Rogalski, Robinson, & O’Hara, 2012). Communication boards and books are commonly used with direct selection, where the patient indicates the desired items with an anatomical pointer or device (e.g. hand, finger, head or chin stick, stylos, or laser pointer). Some communication boards are designed for use with eye movements (e.g. ETRAN) (Gossens & Crain, 1987), or as visual supports for the partner-assisted scanning method described above. Appropriate size, format, selection method, text, and symbols must be considered to personalize the low-tech options based on assessment results.

When natural speech is still a viable option, writing and alphabet boards can augment intelligibility. Traditionally referred to as supplementation strategies, this definition is currently expanding beyond alphabet, topic
and gestural supplementation to include augmenting speech with pictures via mobile technology and conversation management strategies (Hanson, Beukelman, & Yorkston, 2013). Individuals with severe dysarthria benefit from pointing to written topic cues or letters on an alphabet board to clarify speech productions (Hustad, Jones, & Dailey, 2003). A technique called alphabet supplementation or first-letter pointing uses an alphabet board to improve speech intelligibility and has been found to increase intelligibility by 5 to 69%, with greater improvements for those with more severe dysarthria (Hanson, Yorkston, & Beukelman, 2004; Hanson, Beukelman, Heidemann, & Shutts-Johnson, 2010). The speaker points to the first letter of each word on the alphabet board as he says it, which slows down speech, creates pauses between words, and provides additional cues to the listener.

2.3. High-tech AAC: Speech-generating devices

A speech-generating device (SGD) is an electronic AAC system that allows the user to type or select a message that is spoken aloud. When considering an SGD for a patient with motor speech, language or cognitive impairments, at least four features must be examined: (1) the technology that will house the SGD; (2) the symbols to represent language on the machine (either letters for spelling, photos or pictures, or a combination of symbols); (3) the access method or means to select language on the device; and (4) the output method or type of speech that will be generated (Fishman, 1987). SGDs are either ‘dedicated’ and function solely for AAC, or they are ‘integrated’, with access to AAC and to other computer applications and functions. Most SGDs presently are built on general technology platforms, either on a laptop or on a touchscreen tablet that is placed into a custom-built box. Communication apps are very popular and exist to turn a standard tablet computer or smartphone into an SGD. A list of apps for AAC can be found at www.janefarrall.com. The size, portability, durability, capacity, and flexibility of the SGD must be considered as individuals with neurodegenerative diagnoses change their physical and communication needs over the natural course of the disease.

Speech output may be either digitized (recordings of natural speech) or synthesized (a computer-generated voice that uses text-to-speech software to convert a typed message into speech) (Fishman, 1987). Digitized messages can be recorded by the user while intelligibility is still adequate, or by another speaker with a similar-sounding voice or the same gender. Messages that are produced with digitized speech must be determined in advance. Synthesized speech offers the advantage of allowing the user to produce novel messages, although current synthesized voices lack natural inflection, intonation, and the ability to express emotion. Individuals who know in advance that they may lose their speech can record phrases in their own voices for eventual use on an SGD. This process is known as message banking (Costello & Dimery, 2014; Costello, 2014; Santiago & Costello, 2013). A similar process called voice banking is used to create customized synthetic speech based on the user’s own voice. One reliable voice banking system, named Model Talker, has been implemented in a number of current software programs for text-to-speech applications (Bunnell, Lilley, Pennington, Moyers, & Polkoff, 2010; Yarrington, Pennington, Gray, & Bunnell, 2005; Yarrington et al., 2008).

The term ‘access method’ refers to the way the user produces messages on an SGD. SGDs can be adapted for access by individuals with a variety of physical abilities, including those who are unable to type on a keyboard or touch screen. Movements of the hands, feet, head, or even the eyes can be used to control a computer cursor (Fager, Beukelman, Fried-Oken, Jakobs, & Baker, 2012), and switches can harness even the smallest muscle movements to make selections as the computer scans through available options (Fishman, 1987). Brain-computer interface systems will one day allow individuals with little or no voluntary muscle activity, such as those with total locked-in syndrome, to control an SGD using only their brain activity (Fager et al., 2012). Dedicated SGDs produced by AAC manufacturers, along with accessories for access and mounting, are covered by Medicare, Medicaid, and most private insurance providers. An evaluation by an SLP and a physician’s prescription are required.

2.4. Communication partners

Conversation partner inclusion is a key component of all AAC interventions (American Speech-Language-Hearing Association, 2005). Since communication is not a solitary activity, the behavior and attitudes of communication partners influence the success of AAC use (Scherer, Jutai, Fuhrer, Demers, & Derruyter, 2007; Smith & Connolly, 2008). Interacting with a person who has a language, cognitive, or speech impairment places a novel set of demands on the communication
partner, especially if the partners have been lifelong conversants before symptoms developed (Chapey et al., 2001). One of the standards of care in optimizing communication for people who are losing natural speech is finding a way to improve the communication effectiveness of various partners (Ball & Lasker, 2013; Ball, Fager, & Fried-Oken, 2012). Effective partners understand turn taking and engage in balanced conversations, ask questions but also share in topic shifts, and co-construct messages with a range of communication supports (Thiessen & Beukelman, 2013). One way to determine the role of each communication partner is to place them within a social network. The Social Networks Inventory (Blackstone & Hunt-Berg, 2003) was developed for this purpose within the AAC field, and provides a framework for delineating personal goals for each patient-partner dyad.

Communication partner training is a well-established, evidence-based intervention for chronic aphasia (Lyon et al., 1997; Simmons-Mackie, Raymer, Armstrong, Holland, & Cherney, 2010), and has been emphasized for AAC. Training refers to formal instruction as well as opportunities to practice communication supports in a variety of environments with those who need AAC (Thiessen & Beukelman, 2013). Partner training must focus on enhancing interactions by determining the optimal qualities of partner behaviors that support verbal engagement, permitting an individual to maintain independence and participate in daily activities (Kagan, Black, Duchan, Simmons-Mackie, & Square, 2003; Kent-Walsh & McNaughton, 2005; Simmons-Mackie et al., 2010).

Binger and colleagues (2012) delineate effective roles for AAC stakeholders, and create a model for instruction and preparation of communication partners. Critical issues that must be addressed include managing partner attitudes towards AAC technology, the establishment of priorities for social engagement, and the preservation of the AAC user’s roles. Conversation partner training must continue to evolve throughout the course of the disease, shifting to match the patient’s changing needs and abilities. As impairments worsen, partners take on increased responsibility to assist with communication (Kagan, 1998; Kagan et al., 2001). The timing of intervention and the introduction of new communication supports are two fundamental principles that remain critical when integrating partners into communication management.

3. Communication supports for patients with progressive speech and motor impairments

3.1. Symptomology

Approximately 80 to 96% of people with ALS will become unable to meet their communication needs through natural speech at some point during the disease progression (Beukelman, Ball, & Pattee, 2004; Silver & Kraat, 1982). Like other aspects of ALS, communication difficulties vary significantly from person to person (Hanson, Yorkston, & Britton, 2011). A person with ALS may present with a mixed flaccid-spastic dysarthria that is characterized by impaired articulation, slowed speech, reduced vocal loudness, rough or breathy voice quality, hypervasality, fatigue or shortness of breath with speech, reduced utterance length due to impaired breath support, or a combination of any of the above (Ball, Beukelman, & Bardach, 2007; Darley, Aronson, & Brown, 1969; Kühnlein et al., 2008). While these symptoms are always progressive, the rate of change varies. ALS is often associated with cognitive changes, ranging from mild impairment to frontotemporal dementia (Goldstein & Abrahams, 2013; Lomen-Hoerth et al., 2003; Neary, Snowden, & Mann, 2000), or with language impairments including semantic dementia or PPA (Ball et al., 2007; Taylor et al., 2013).

Individuals with advanced ALS who elect to undergo tracheotomy and receive mechanical ventilation may progress to a locked-in state (Hayashi, Kato, & Kawada, 1991; Hayashi & Oppenheimer, 2003). While these symptoms are always progressive, the rate of change varies. ALS is often associated with cognitive changes, ranging from mild impairment to frontotemporal dementia (Goldstein & Abrahams, 2013; Lomen-Hoerth et al., 2003; Neary, Snowden, & Mann, 2000), or with language impairments including semantic dementia or PPA (Ball et al., 2007; Taylor et al., 2013).

3.2. Intervention

The case study (see Fig. 1) illustrates the wide range of technologies and communication strategies that one person with ALS may require over the course of
Julia is a 67-year-old woman with a busy social life, a tight-knit family including several grandchildren, and a passion for volunteer work. She was diagnosed with limb-onset ALS eight years ago. Shortly after her diagnosis, she began attending a multidisciplinary ALS clinic, where an SLP provided education about the communication changes associated with ALS, introduced the concept of AAC, and recommended message banking. Julia had experienced little change in her speech or voice at that point, and recorded several messages for future use on a speech-generating device.

One year later, Julia reported that she had difficulty making herself heard over background noise and experienced fatigue with speech. Julia’s articulation was still intact, but vocal loudness was reduced and her voice was rough and breathy. At that time, a voice amplifier was recommended. Julia attached the amplifier to the arm of her power wheelchair, and used it frequently when speaking in noisy environments or for long periods of time.

Two years later, Julia presented with mild-to-moderate dysarthria. She was referred for an AAC evaluation to identify appropriate options for supporting her communication. By this time, upper extremity strength and range of motion were severely impaired, and she was unable to access either high- or low-tech AAC with her hands. She demonstrated excellent strength, endurance, and range of motion in her lower extremities. After trialing several SGDs, Julia selected a dedicated SGD with multiple alternative access options. She controlled the SGD with her feet and legs, using a large trackball resting on the right footplate of her wheelchair and a switch mounted near her left knee. The SGD was mounted to her wheelchair, where she spent most of her time. The messages that she had banked soon after her diagnosis were now programmed into phrase pages within the SGD software. When the SGD was unavailable, Julia relied on both no-tech and low-tech AAC. She used her residual speech for words and short phrases to familiar partners, and communicated with head movements, eye gaze, facial expressions, and by pointing with her feet or tracing letters onto her wheelchair footplate with her toe.

Several months after receiving her SGD, Julia learned that her respiratory function had deteriorated to dangerous levels. After extensive discussion with her family and healthcare team, she underwent a tracheotomy and began receiving mechanical ventilation. She continued to use her system of communication supports during and after her recovery, but eventually experienced a decline in function in her lower extremities. When Julia began to report fatigue and reduced accuracy using the foot-operated trackball to control her SGD, her SLP initiated a trial of eye gaze access and later ordered an eye gaze attachment for the SGD. She and her caregivers were trained in partner-assisted scanning as a low-tech communication option. Julia continues to use her AAC system to communicate with family and friends, direct her everyday care, interact with her healthcare team, host dinner parties, cheer at her grandsons’ soccer games, and participate in other daily activities.

Fig. 1. Communication supports for a woman with ALS.

disease progression (see also Doyle & Phillips, 2001). Many individuals with ALS begin with strategies to augment their natural speech in the early stages of the disease, but increase their use of alternative methods of communication, including high-tech SGDs, as speech intelligibility continues to decline. Traditional articulation and voice therapy has been found to be ineffective in improving intelligibility in people with dysarthria secondary to ALS; in fact, strengthening exercises for the oropharyngeal musculature result in worsening of dysarthria (Dworkin & Hartman, 1979; Watts & Vanryckeghem, 2001). Changes in access method (e.g.
with cognitive impairment may reject AAC intervention (Roman & Woolley Levine, 2006). Some individuals may have difficulty learning this new skill because of cognitive impairment (Roman, 2014). Since the presentation and progression of speech, motor, and cognitive changes vary significantly among different people with ALS (Ringel et al., 1993), a customized system of communication supports should be designed for each individual.

Timely assessment and intervention is essential for successful AAC implementation. Yorkston, Beukelman, Strand, and Bell (1999) have delineated a speech staging system for ALS that can be used to track symptom progression and set treatment goals. The five stages begin with “no detectable speech disorder”, when intervention will focus on education and planning for future change, and progress to the point of “no useful natural speech”, when AAC replaces natural speech. Clinical pathways based on the five stages provide more specific guidance on appropriate assessment, intervention, and education for each stage (RERC on Communication Enhancement, 2004a; RERC on Communication Enhancement, 2004b). Speaking rate should be monitored in the early stages, since it is a reliable predictor of an imminent decline in speech intelligibility. When speaking rate drops below 125 words per minute or intelligibility falls below 90%, an AAC referral is recommended (Ball, Willis, Beukelman, & Pattee, 2001). Throughout the process of speech deterioration, AAC treatment must be tailored to the individual’s current needs and abilities while simultaneously preparing for future challenges.

Because ALS affects motor function and often cognitive function as well as speech, patients should be regularly screened for changes that might affect communication. Deterioration of physical abilities or cognitive status may render communication supports unusable (Beukelman et al., 2011; Roman & Woolley Levine, 2006). In these cases, the patient should be re-evaluated to determine a new access method, new AAC strategies, or modifications to existing strategies. Changes in multiple areas of functioning can be particularly challenging; for example, a man with ALS may require eye tracking to access his SGD due to declining motor function, but may have difficulty learning this new skill because of cognitive impairment (Roman & Woolley Levine, 2006). Some individuals with cognitive impairment may reject AAC intervention (Ball, Beukelman, & Pattee, 2004). Early identification of cognitive changes and early instruction in multiple forms of AAC, including simple, low-tech strategies, can help avoid such difficulties. Screening tools such as the ALS Cognitive Behavioral Screen (Wooley et al., 2010) can monitor cognitive functioning, preparing the patient and partners for changes in AAC techniques and access. Individuals with co-occurring cognitive impairments or dementia offer challenges to the interventionist. Often the balance of interactions shifts for these patients, so that their communication partners provide additional language supports in a compassionate manner.

Individuals who opt for mechanical ventilation and progress to a locked-in state also challenge current AAC practices. Brain-computer interface (BCI) technology is a new communication access method for people with severe speech and physical impairments (Fager et al., 2012; Soderholm, Meindner, & Alaranta, 2001), and may eventually allow AAC use by people with total LIS. BCI systems provide a means of controlling a computer using only brain waves, with no neuromuscular activity required (Wolpaw, Birbaumer, McFarland, Pfurtscheller, & Vaughan, 2002). In a BCI, brain signals are acquired either invasively (via implanted electrodes) or noninvasively (via electroencephalography [EEG] or other methods), and changes in brain activity are used as control signals to make a selection or control a directional cursor on a computer screen. Several BCI systems are in development for use in communication by people with LIS (Blankertz et al., 2006; Fabiani, Gratton, Karis, & Donchin, 1987; Farwell & Donchin, 1988; Krusienski, Sellers, McFarland, Vaughan, & Wolpaw, 2008; Ryan et al., 2011; Schalk, McFarland, Hinterberger, Birbaumer, & Wolpaw, 2004; Treder, Schmidt, & Blankertz, 2011). Researchers at the Wadsworth Center have placed their BCI 24/7 system in the homes of users with disabilities for trials of independent use (Sellers, Vaughan, & Wolpaw, 2010; Winden et al., 2012). The RSVP Keyboard™ BCI features a simplified interface designed to be well-suited for individuals with visual and/or cognitive impairments, and is also being trialed in the homes of potential users (Oken et al., 2014; Orhan et al., 2012). Unfortunately, current BCI-based communication systems are still unreliable, cumbersome, and do not work for some potential users (Alcakaya et al., 2014). This technology needs improvement and is not yet widely available for independent home use, but shows promise as a future AAC access method for individuals with the most severe physical disabilities, including those with advanced ALS.
Regardles of the methods and strategies used, AAC is widely used and valued by people with ALS and their communication partners. In one study, individuals with ALS report use of high-tech AAC for an average of 28.4 months, including use through the last month of life (Ball et al., 2007). Ninety-four percent of participants in the same study relied on low-tech or no-tech strategies, as well, with increased reliance on no-tech strategies toward the end of life. A number of interaction goals have been met by these communication supports, including meeting basic needs, providing and requesting information, and participating in social interchanges (Fried-Oken et al., 2006); remaining employed (McNaughton, Light, & Groszyk, 2001); and connecting with others through email, telephone communication, social media, and other electronic means (Fried-Oken et al., 2006; Shane, Blackstone, Vanderheiden, Williams, & DeRuyter, 2012).

4. Communication supports for patients with progressive language impairment

4.1. Symptomology

Primary progressive aphasia (PPA) is first identified by the insidious onset of a gradual loss of word finding, object naming, or word-comprehension skills. Language deficits are the primary presenting symptoms, with cognitive function relatively spared in first two years. The syndrome was first described in 1982 by Mesulam, who later developed a set of diagnostic criteria (Mesulam, 1982; Mesulam & Weintraub, 1992; Mesulam, 2001). Further refinement in classification resulted in description of three variants characterized by distinguishable clinical presentations: progressive nonfluent aphasia (PNFA), semantic dementia (SD) and logopenic/phonological progressive aphasia (LPA) (Gorno-Tempini et al., 2011). The publication of consensus criteria for PPA is supported by many efforts to further delineate distinct linguistic, semantic and phonological characteristics for each variant (Carthery-Goulart, Knabb, Patterson, & Hodges, 2012; Hoffman, Meteyard, & Patterson, 2014; Leyton & Hodges, 2014; Ogar, Dronkers, Bramati, Miller, & Gorno-Tempini, 2007; Thompson & Mack, 2014). Neuropathology has been identified as either fronto-temporal lobar degeneration or Alzheimer pathology with discrete patterns of regional cortical atrophy found to be lateralized in the left hemisphere (Mesulam et al., 2009; Mesulam, 2013).

No medical treatments are available to halt or slow the degenerative process, and there is limited pharmacological intervention for cognitive-behavioral symptom management. Ultimately, patients and families are left with an ambiguous forecast regarding communication changes and ways to cope as the disease progresses, wreaking havoc on ability to converse, connect interpersonally, and fully participate in daily life.

4.2. Intervention

Treatment for adults with PPA has been reported for the past 15 years (Beeson et al., 2011; Cress & King, 1999; Henry, Beeson, & Rapcsak, 2008; Rising, 2014; Rogers, King, & Alarcon, 2000; Rogers & Alarcon, 1998). Croot et al. (2009) provide a thorough review of therapies aimed at a variety of language impairments in PPA. Historically there have been two forms of intervention reported for patients with progressive language loss: impairment-directed intervention and activity/participation-based treatment. Carthery-Goulart et al. (2013) recently conducted a review of nonpharmacological interventions for PPA, and recommended impairment-directed therapies aimed at naming and lexical retrieval in semantic PPA as treatment options. Fueling further optimism, Jokel, Graham, Rochon, and Leonard (2014) discuss an encouraging trend for evidence in the behavioral treatments of anomia for people with PPA, with improvements noted in immediate treatment effects and in maintenance effect.

Participation-level interventions focus on development and utilization of compensatory strategies for the established goal of maximizing communication rather than trying to recover lost language (Khayum et al., 2012; Pattee, Von Berg, & Ghazzi, 2006). Similar to the proposed communication supports in this review, the focus of intervention shifts to compensatory strategies, such as communication boards and books or low-tech AAC devices in anticipation of further decline (Kortte & Rogalski, 2013).

Regardless of intervention type, treatment is based on two foundational principles: (1) treatment must be provided over the course of disease progression (Croot et al., 2009; Fried-Oken, Beukelman, & Hux, 2012; Jokel et al., 2014; Rogers et al., 2000) and (2) communication partners are key components of intervention at every stage (Beukelman et al., 2007; Pattee et al., 2006; Rogers & Alarcon, 1998). Staging communication supports for individuals with PPA is critical in order to maintain communication participation through the
James is a 61-year-old male retired from a 40-year career as a sales and marketing consultant. He enjoys walking with his wife, caring for twin grandchildren, and attending weekend religious services. He was diagnosed with primary progressive aphasia two years ago. Prior to his diagnosis, both James and his wife began noticing his forgetfulness of people’s names, advancing to word-finding lapses during conversation. Working in the promotions business proved especially challenging, with particular limitations when talking on the telephone. James retired early secondary to his language difficulties. Although he noted minor changes in cognition, James was completely independent in all aspects of daily life, including driving, management of family finances and planning vacations.

James was evaluated by an SLP who discussed potential communication and cognitive changes associated with PPA. She introduced the concept of AAC and explained that the goal was to maximize communication for optimal participation at each stage of the disease. At this stage, impairment-based treatment was implemented to improve naming skills with semantic feature and phonetic cuing. James’ wife was included in all appointments for both education and support. Recognizing that PPA is a progressive disorder, she recommended that speech and language therapy visits be periodic throughout the years.

Two years later, approximately four years into his diagnosis, James reported increased trouble recalling words, filing conversations with “ums, ah’s and you knows”. He noted difficulties with staying organized and keeping track of things in his home office. His wife conveyed that she assumed the task of preparing family taxes as James began to have difficulty with numbers. The SLP re-assessed cognitive function and noted changes in both attention and executive function. Treatment, at this stage, included the introduction of visual AAC tools and partner training for communication breakdowns and repair. A number of AAC supports were trained to mastery, including use of a personalized communication book in conversation and an iPad for maintaining a calendar, setting alerts to prompt task initiation, and developing a visual lexicon of photographs to compensate for language loss. James’ wife learned how to rephrase and simplify questions, provide choices, and give verbal and environmental cues for communication. James learned to use a single-message device to call 911 and give his name and address in the event of an emergency, allowing him to be home alone for a few hours.

As his communication impairments progressed, James stopped initiating conversation and remained silent unless spoken to. A group of communication partners, including James’ adult children, long-time neighbors, and church friends, were taught how to provide language support to James with a variety of partner-assisted communication strategies and techniques. Highlighting co-construction, the SLP demonstrated ways to lead successful interactions and enable James’s participation in family events using multi-modal techniques (including remnants, calendars, photo books, financial statements, and community bulletin). She introduced the concepts of environmental cues like signage and word cards. Due to early intervention, development of an arsenal of AAC systems and comprehensive partner training, James has been able to maximize communication and participation throughout the course of his disease.

Fried-Oken (2008) proposes a framework to guide intervention and training for both people with PPA and their communication partners, based on the stages of disease progression (presented in Fig. 2, above). In the early stage, intervention is based on the need to convey specific information in specific situations. In this stage, strategies for pacing and word retrieval,
and identification of topic and key words are recommended. As generative language declines, it becomes necessary to put patients’ internal lexica in front of them. Mid-stage treatment recommendations include reliance on printed materials, idiosyncratic gestures, communication boards or cards, SGD (often tablet computers with apps), and partner/family training to provide multi-modal input to support comprehension for the person with PPA. Late stage treatment includes prompting, errorless training for pointing to referents and teaching the partners to provide basic choices for expression. Treatment focuses both on meeting an individual’s current communication needs and on preparing for future changes, with an emphasis on compensating for language deficits rather than trying to reverse them (Fried-Oken et al., 2012). The roles that communication partners play in the lives of people with PPA are essential. As an individual loses skills, the partner assumes more responsibility for communicative interaction and message co-construction (Fried-Oken, 2008).

5. Communication supports for patients with progressive cognitive impairment

5.1. Symptomology

Progressive loss of cognitive skills is a frequent symptom of many neurodegenerative diseases, and the common characteristic of dementia syndromes (Rowland, 2005). Communication supports are a critical intervention strategy for patients and their partners at different stages of cognitive loss, and often are used to facilitate conversation, maintain independence as long as possible, and assist with caregiving and behavior management (Bourgeois & Hickey, 2007). In the cases of dementia in Parkinson’s disease, Parkinson’s Plus syndromes (such as progressive supranuclear palsy and corticobasal degeneration), Huntington’s disease, AIDS encephalopathy, multiple sclerosis, or ALS, significant motor impairments and sensory loss must be considered during treatment planning. For patients who present with cortical dementias, including Alzheimer’s disease (AD), Pick’s disease, frontotemporal dementia (FTD), and dementia with Lewy bodies, impairments in attention and communication are common (Bourgeois & Hickey, 2009). This review will focus primarily on Alzheimer’s disease and probable AD (McKhann et al., 1984).

The communication and cognitive deficits associated with AD can be divided according to early, mid, and late stages (Bayles, Kaczmak & Tomoeda, 1987; Bayles, Tomoeda, Cruz, & Mahendra, 2000; Bourgeois & Hickey, 2009; Kempler, 1995; Kertesz, 1994). In the early stage, many communication skills remain intact, including speech sound production, grammar, and conversational abilities. Oral reading, writing, and reading comprehension are preserved. There is good sustained attention and concentration, and the patient is aware of language and memory lapses. Deficits are noted in word finding, understanding of complex instructions and tasks, reading comprehension, and many domains of memory. Relative strengths include speech sound production, grammar, oral reading, and implicit or procedural memory. The late stage of AD is characterized by severely limited expressive language, inappropriate word choices, limited vocal productions (sometimes to the point of mutism), severely limited auditory comprehension, and severe memory deficits across all domains. Affective responses to sensory stimuli and music remain strong, and the patient often cooperates with appropriate tactile, visual, and affective cues. If treatment is expected to increase appropriate communication behaviors during the natural course of this disease, then it must occur early, include communication partners as early as possible, and rely on multiple modalities to capitalize on the patient’s strengths.

5.2. Intervention

Communication treatment for people with AD has three main purposes: (1) to maintain independent functioning as long as possible; (2) to maintain quality of life through supported participation and engagement in selected activities; and (3) to maintain activities that are personally relevant and within functional contexts (Bourgeois & Hickey, 2009). The focus of most interventions must be compensatory, that is, the use of stimuli or strategies that compensate for cognitive impairments so that the individual can function in an adaptive manner during meaningful, satisfying activities (Fried-Oken, Rau, & Oken, 2000) (see Fig. 3).

Within the past two decades, communication treatment has evolved to address participation-based goals, rather than trying to improve cognitive-communication impairments that progressively worsen. As such, intervention should either rely on (1) over-learned processes (procedural memory) or preserved abilities for effortless acquisition of new information, or (2) errorless
Dennis is a 72 year old retired banker who presented in an AAC clinic with a diagnosis of moderate Alzheimer’s disease. He currently lives in an assisted living facility with his wife, May. Dennis complains of word finding problems, losing track of time, people, and goals, and memory loss. He avoids making telephone calls because he can’t follow the conversation. He is not using a computer anymore to follow the stock market or send emails to his children, and he has difficulty reading. May adds that her husband no longer helps with chores at home, and she has taken over the household finances. He is not remembering his daily schedule, and is having trouble with his personal hygiene routine. He attends church weekly, but does not start conversation with old friends, and often cannot remember their names. May stated that she or a friend or family member must accompany Dennis when he goes out.

A number of visual supports and low-tech approaches were integrated into Dennis and May’s daily communication. A large-print daily schedule was set up in the kitchen, with photographs depicting activities for the day. Each photo was placed on a symbol line with Velcro in order of the activities. When an activity was completed, the photo was taken off the symbol line and placed in a ‘finished’ bin. A hygiene symbol line was placed in the bathroom, with photos of each activity that needed to be completed in the morning and evening. As in the daily schedule, the photos could be removed from the symbol line as each task was completed. To maintain church participation, Dennis’ friends agreed to be photographed and their pictures were placed in a small photo book that he could carry with him. Since Dennis could read phrase-level personally relevant text, the book contained a set of questions and personal statements (such as, “How is your wife?” and “I’d like to get together soon.”) that he could share during refreshments after church. May practiced reciting the questions and personal statements with him weekly and reviewed the photos of friends every Sunday before attending church. Dennis started keeping a remnant box that contained small items from his activities. For example, he kept the ticket stub from a recent movie outing so he could show it to his son and didn’t have to remember the name of the film or the theater, or the date of the trip. He kept a receipt from a dinner engagement with his son so he didn’t have to recall the name of the restaurant or what he ate when he was talking with May.

As Dennis’ cognitive-communication skills decreased further, May was taught how to write down key words while she spoke short sentences so that Dennis had a visual cue to help process auditory-verbal information that was presented to him. She learned how to rephrase questions to help him understand what she was asking. She carried a small notebook and pen and wrote down visual-verbal cues about their schedule as they were out in the community or planning on leaving their home. For example, she wrote down GOING TO WATCH GRANT’S SOCCER GAME, and DINNER AT CHURCH, to help Dennis remember the activities. May started taking photos of these outings with her smart phone and placing them in a small memory book with short phrases. Eventually, Dennis moved to a memory care unit attached to the assisted living residence. He took his memory books and remnant box with him so he could reminisce with May during her daily visits.
learning technique (Buddeley, 1992; Wilson, Buddeley, Evans, & Shiel, 1994) where structured, successful, frequent repetitive practice of new information enters memory. The former technique uses memory aids as communication supports (Bourgeois, Fried-Oken, & Rowland, 2010), and the latter technique uses spaced retrieval methods (Brush & Camp, 1998; McKitrick, Camp, & Black, 1992). An evidence-based systematic review of interventions for individuals with dementia (Hopper et al., 2013) found that the most commonly used cognitive-communication interventions techniques relied on errorless learning, spaced retrieval, or verbal instruction/cueing. A comparison of training strategies that used both spaced retrieval and external memory aids found evidence for both techniques (Bourgeois et al., 2003).

Bourgeois discusses internal and external memory strategies (Bourgeois, 1991). An internal strategy involves a process whereby a person must perform some mental manipulation of information to be remembered using mnemonic techniques, rehearsal or visual association strategies. Spaced retrieval falls into this category. External memory strategies include devices, equipment or visual cues for recognition of information and automatic processing. AAC supports are considered external strategies.

External memory aids include memory books, wallets, cards, memo boards or planners with photos, biographical statements, and stories, as well as simple technology. Bourgeois (1990, 1992) clearly demonstrated that memory wallets improve the quality of conversation, increase production of factual, unambiguous statements, and encourage greater participation in conversation for people with AD. In the early stages of dementia, common technology such as cell phones, voice message devices, talking photo frames, or watches can be used as memory supports. A smart phone, for instance, can function as an external memory support: the phone’s directory can dial familiar numbers when a name or photo appears on the screen, the calendar can keep track of appointments, and the phone can be programmed to signal when medications need to be taken (Bourgeois et al., 2010). Even in the advanced stages of dementia, when communication deficits are severe and verbal output is limited, individuals with dementia rely on procedural memory to look at memory books, or listen while a communication partner reads and discusses the book. Memory aids, even remote schedule prompters, can also help to reduce problem behaviors such as repetitive verbalizations (Kuwahara, Yasuda, Tetsutani, & Morimoto, 2010; Yasuda, Kuwahara, Kuwahara, Abe, & Tetsutani, 2009). In response to repeated questions or requests, a caregiver can instruct the person with dementia to find the answer written on an index card or a page from a communication book, thereby reducing further repetitions (Bourgeois, Burgio, Schulz, Beach, & Palmer, 1997). Talking Mats, a low-tech AAC system involving picture symbols and a visual rating scale, assists people with dementia in expressing their opinions and participating in decision-making (Murphy, Gray, van Achterberg, Wyke, & Cox, 2010; Murphy & Oliver, 2013). Fried-Oken and colleagues (2012) demonstrated that people with moderate AD could improve verbal conversation about personal, contextually relevant topics with communication boards as long as individuals were trained sufficiently how to use the communication supports. Simply placing a communication board in front of a person with AD without instruction produced no benefit. Voice output was found to distract people with AD and reduce their performance in conversation.

With patients with PPA, conversation partners assume an ever increasing share of the responsibility for communication as the disease progresses. Small, Goitman, Makela, and Hillhouse (2003) examined the communication strategies used by caregivers with individuals with AD, and found that the following strategies significantly reduced communication breakdowns: asking one question or giving one instruction at a time; using short, simple sentences; and eliminating environmental distractions. Dijkstra, Bourgeois, Allen, and Burgio (2004) demonstrated that a communication partner may lower the demands of working memory during conversation by repeating questions posed to the patient, paraphrasing information, opening a communication book with personal information, or presenting verbal cues when the patient fails to engage in conversation. While these facilitators violate conversational rules when healthy partners are talking, they clearly support continuation of verbal interaction between patients with AD and conversational partners.

Communication skills training programs for family members and caregivers are effective in improving communication with and attitudes towards people with dementia, reducing aggressive behaviors and agitation, and increasing quality of life (Eggenberger, Heimerl, & Bennett, 2013). Partner training significantly improves patient communication when strategies are embedded into daily care activities for care staff within residential and nursing homes (Vasse, Vernooy-Dassen, Spijker, Rikkert, & Koopmans, 2010). Like patients with PPA, individuals with dementia may benefit from multimodal...
input (e.g. writing key words, displaying remnants or objects) during early and middle stages of the disease to support receptive communication (Ho, Weiss, Garrett, & Lloyd, 2005; Lasker et al., 1997).

6. Conclusion

The insidious deterioration of motor speech, language, and cognition secondary to neurodegenerative disease significantly impacts patients, their communication partners, and medical management. Treatment must start early because persons with progressive communication impairments maintain independence as long as possible and retain basic societal roles for family, community, employment, and recreational pursuits for meaningful quality of life (Fox & Solihberg, 2000). Common treatment themes emerge, regardless of whether motor speech, language, or cognitive skills are affected. First, AAC timing based on the natural course of the disease is critical. Treatment must start early to ensure adequate time for AAC education, device acquisition, and training. Early referral to a speech-language pathologist is recommended. Consistent communication re-evaluations are necessary and must become standardized in management plans to document changes and adjust treatment, equipment, and goals with the patient and his/her significant others. Second, intervention must include communication partners from the start. Patients and their family members will only accept AAC supports as viable communication options if they learn to integrate them together into daily conversation. Partners, whether paid caregivers or family members, are the greatest advocates and are an essential component of successful communication supports. Finally, communication strategies must rely on multiple modalities to capitalize on the patient’s strengths. Communication supports, including high-tech, low-tech, and no-tech approaches, should be tailored to the specific needs and abilities of each person, and should be modified throughout disease progression. A number of issues surface often when communication supports are proposed, and are discussed as important topics for future consideration.

6.1. Service provision

In order to provide the most appropriate communication services to patients with neurodegenerative disease, a well-trained healthcare team and knowledgeable ‘finders’ are imperative (Beukelman et al., 2011; Zangari & Wasson, 1997). Finders include primary care physicians, neurologists, and therapists, who are often the first medical providers to evaluate a person with a degenerative disease. Once diagnosed, patients should be referred for speech-language pathology services. The nature of the speech-language pathology service varies, depending on setting, expertise, and composition of the clinical team. Funding for evaluation, treatment, and speech-generating devices must be in place. Currently, in the United States, SGDAs are considered durable medical equipment and are available through private medical insurance as well as government-sponsored programs (Assistive Technology Law Center, 2012). Advocacy organizations, such as the ALS Association and the Muscular Dystrophy Association, are available to guide patients and families through the policy and practice barriers that exist in health care systems. Chat rooms have sprung up on the Internet, such as http://www.alsforums.com and www.alzheimersonline.org, where individuals with progressive diseases and their caregivers discuss their experiences and raise questions about medical management and family issues. Patient registries and research nets exist where the latest medical and technological treatments are discussed (e.g. www.ppaconnection.org). Tools for outcomes measurement that take into account patient centered outcomes and measure goals, such as maintaining independence in the home with adequate communication, must be available (Kagan et al., 2008; Patient Provider Communication, 2014).

6.2. Patient provider communication

One critical aspect of service provision is the establishment of effective relationships, values, and means of interaction between patients and their providers. This is especially important for the patients who are losing natural speech and language abilities secondary to their diagnoses, or those with low health care literacy skills who cannot understand everything that is happening to them (Weiss, 2007; Williams, Davis, Parker, & Weiss, 2002). In 2010, the Joint Commission published a roadmap for hospitals, entitled Advancing Effective Communication, Cultural Competence, and Patient- and Family-Centered Care, that iterates suggestions for providers to interact with patients who are communication vulnerable (The Joint Commission, 2010). Adherence to intervention and patient satisfaction, both measures that affect patient outcomes, has been linked to effective patient-provider communication.
(Haskard Zolnierek & DiMatteo, 2009). In other words, the way that information is presented to the patient and the relationships and values established with the patient will affect their overall communication management. Yorkston, Baylor, Burns, Morris, and McNalley (2015) discuss how a provider’s basic verbal interaction skills need to be supplemented with information about strategies for patients with communication disorders, including individuals who use AAC approaches.

In order to participate in decision-making, for instance, messages in low-tech and high-tech devices must include words that allow for communication about the patient’s diagnosis, treatment options, values, and end-of-life preferences so that the he or she has the ability to control health care decisions, to ask questions, and to respond to inquiries from providers.

The provider is a communication partner who is responsible for elements of shared decision making during the natural course of the disease. Health care providers are included in one of the partner circles of the Social Network Inventory (Blackstone & Hunt-Berg, 2003) discussed earlier. Yorkston and colleagues (2015) delineate 11 roles that providers must consider: establish the patient’s preference for the amount and format of presented information; establish the patient’s preference for each person’s role in decision-making; gather information about the patient’s concerns and expectations; share medical information and evidence; recognize that a decision can and must be made in the situation; evaluate the presented information with the patient; negotiate decisions and resolve conflict; frequently check understanding of facts and perspectives; agree on a decision and an action plan; authorize final choices; and implement the agreed upon choice. Materials are available that guide providers toward effective communication (Communication Matters, 2008). Clearly, in addition to understanding the symptom trajectories of each disease and knowing the options for communication supports and intervention, it is critical that providers support effective, value-based patient-provider communication that will affect outcomes and quality of life for patients with neurodegenerative diseases that cause speech, language, and cognitive impairments.
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